Plan and control all stages of the productive chain monitoring physical and financial variables
Simulate scenarios, set targets, calculate costs, compile incomes and generate performance kpi’s

Innovate, manage and increase performance of Your Business
We research, innovate and take quality solutions to you

wood purchase

Solution Benefits


Wood origin control being possible to demonstrate the
feedstock traceability linked to sustainable management
sources;



Fiscal suitability to the requirements of invoice issue and
taxes payment;



Integration with accounting system (Bills / costs) and
physical (stock);



Allows financial advance and value compensation at the
moment of the supplier payment;



Payment conditions differentiated according to the needs of
the company;



Productivity gains by making possible the follow-up of
invoice issue at real time;



Allows the creation of several wood purchase modality such
as wood purchase at the mil or standing wood purchase;



Allows variable payment according to the forest productivity
and actual volume calculation;



Establishment of monthly and daily goals making possible to
compare commercial volume, delivered and projection for
delivery.

Main Functionalities


Integration with measurement systems (Scale);



Wood purchase contract with validity and prices;



Differentiated modalities for wood purchase;



Payment condition according to clients need;



Financial advance and balance compensation for payment;



Purchase order: supplier, period, receiving center and
warehouse, price, material, freight, approval;



Integration with accounting system (Bills / costs) and physical
(stock);



Vehicle control: registration, inspection, stay and block;



Wood purchase invoice issue with triangular operation in or out
the state of the issuer, for national and foreigners suppliers and
possible cancellation of the invoice within each state deadline;



Unit conversion routines;



Traceability of origin of the purchased wood;



Freight programming / payment (suppliers and forest fee).

wood sales

Solution Benefits


Productivity gain by making possible to follow-up the invoice issue
in real time;



Fiscal suitability to the invoice requirements of each state
government and payment of forest fees;



Chain of custody continuity until the delivery of the wood in the
destination, knowing the percentage and volume of each origin;



Uninterrupted operation guarantee in extreme cases through the
functionality of invoice issue in contingency mode with the use of
currency paper;



Total traceability of the wood origin controlled through the wood
yard panel that offers in a detail form the information of stored
wood;



Establishment of monthly and daily goals making possible to
compare commercialized, delivered and the projection for delivery
volumes.

Main Functionalities


Integration with measurement systems (Scale);



Sales order: client, period, expedition location, price, material,
freight, approval;



Vehicle control: registration, inspection and block;



Wood sale invoice issue with triangular operation in or out the
state of the issuer, for exporter client and possible cancellation of
the invoice within each state deadline;



Previously issued invoice correction letter and the disable of the
value range of the invoice sequence that will no longer be used to
issue;



Receiving of weighing counterpart executed by the customer who
made the purchase in order to maintain volumes/weights adjusted
between sales and receiving according to the generated sales
order and later information emission for duplicates generation and
freight payment;



Invoice supplement emission due to difference of the receiving
weight measurement between destination and issuer;



Packing list use for controlling operations within the farm, being
the invoice issued when the truck arrives at the farm gatehouse;



Control of the need to tare measurement;



Unit conversion routines;



Cerflor and FSC stamp tracking;



Chain of custody;



Freight programming / payment (suppliers and forest fee);



Wood Output Control.

INFLOR in numbers


IntegratINFLOR in numbers



First company in Systems for Forestry
Management;



Average growth of 30% each year;



Present across 4 continents;



80% Brazil market share;



+5.000.000 hectares of forests managed by
INFLOR’s solutions;



+20 years of experience in forestry business;



2x received ASUS Impact Awards prize;



Present in 7 of 10 bigger producers of
eucalyptus fiber in the world.

High Performance in Bio-Asset Management
INFLOR is changing bio-asset management all over the world. Since its creation, we collaborate with who has the
incredible mission to seed and harvest. Thus, there are more than 5 million hectares spread across 4 continents.
With a history of more than 20 years of experience, our solutions supports people in maximizing performance in
forestry and agricultural assets, allowing companies and producers improves its profits through conscious use of
natural resources and socioenvironmental respect. Its essence is transform technology in solid roots.

comercial@inflor.com.br
t: +55 27 2122 0888 | +55 27 2122 0854
Rua Doutor Eurico de Aguiar, 888, 5º andar
Santa Lúcia, Vitória (ES) Brasil 29.055-280
INFLOR.COM.BR

